
The impression that we might have to 
face state bankruptcy,

system collapse
and major crisis in Europe has recently intensified. Something is coming toward us. We 
do not know what exactly it is but we assume it might not be pleasant. You can say that 
crisis is when

virtual value
is disconnected from

real value. 
Reality is out of tune. Structure/form and content does not match.

System stops
working smoothly due to a broken link. What now? Even if deep at heart we crave for 
some kind of change that would help to rediscover things that truly matter, we obviously 
fear 
that we might have to experience rampancy, shortage, unpredictability and other kinds of 
material or emotional discomfort along the way… During times of crisis there might be 
less  of  certain  things  –  material  goods,  money,  security…  How smoothly  would  we 
adjust if we had to change wine for tap water? If there was
more tension,
more effort needed,
more people in the streets – would we be able to trust one another? Would we be able to  

notice glimpses of beauty
while walking down a street? How would we react when facing danger? Where would 
there be

a place for art?
And what’s the real value that
got lost? 
If  we  were  to  personify  crisis  according  to  our  historical  knowledge  or  media 
information, we would get a rather

terrifying stereotype -
a severe man who comes to punish, someone as merciless as forces of nature. But one can 
already sense how untrue and superficial that picture might be. A delicacy of

artistic approach combined with video technology
gives us a chance to talk to a part of society that already experienced state bankruptcy and 
might be more

experienced in crisis.
Let’s talk to some wiser members of our global tribe. This way maybe we can tame the 
beast and prepare ourselves for 

crisis season.

Paulina thinks that Argentineans say among other…:
---------------------------------------------------



La, la, la, la, la, la…
Hey brother, sister, make me some room
Let’s wait together for a BIG BOOM

When the people who surround you
lose foundations of their lives
when they get emotional, feel outrage or cry

When things stop, you feel general freeze
and all starts falling, falling,
                                       falling, fallin
                                          g… 
PLEASE STAY CALM, STAY CALM PLEASE

structures dissolve
rules become slant
virtual values don’t count…

you switch off the news
and get on a bike
to grab some glimpses of truth from around

S,s,s,s,s,s,sssssssssssssssssss……..
That’s how a river of people soundS, you see?

Money was taken to jail…!  That’s mean….!
confusion_guilt_anger_fear.._..._

But no need to become a nationalist or something…

Time to stay or time to leave?
The state won’t fix the hole
it cannot move, it’s cold and stiff

Do you love EUROPE?
Do YOU love Europe?

Now make something, make something happen…
or make something just because…
with less…

how about handmade landscape?

when you realize that you are free…
and the true value is HE or SHE
..

That is when things can become REAL…

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(* excessive drug taking during crisis can either guarantee a surreal version of the experience or 
cause propensity to overlooking significant changes )


